Curfew

For 400 years, the curfew bell has tolled nightly from the church tower of the small country
town, Crybbes only defence against the evil rising unbidden in its haunted streets. Radio
reporter Fay Morrison came to Crybbe because she had no choice. Millionaire music tycoon
Max Goff came because there was nothing left to conquer, except the power of the spirit. But
he knew nothing of the towns legacy of dark magic - and nobody felt like telling him....
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curfew definition: 1. a rule that everyone must stay at home between particular times, usually
at night, especially during a war or a period of political trouble: 2. a . Definition of curfew - a
regulation requiring people to remain indoors between specified hours, typically at night. With
Sean Bean, Ike Bennett, Adam Brody, Joss Carter. A group of amateur drivers from all over
the world compete in an illegal night-time street race. On the brink of demise, a
self-destructive man who has sadly reached the lowest point in his life, receives an unexpected
call from his estranged sister to look. Curfew definition, an order establishing a specific time
in the evening after which certain regulations apply, especially that no civilians or other
specified group of. Curfew is a rule or law that sets a time that certain people have to be off
the streets. A town may set a curfew for teenagers, for example, although many parents.
curfew (plural curfews). Any regulation requiring people to be off the streets and in their
homes by a certain time. quotations ? Derived terms[edit]. curfew pass .
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